
Brighton & Hove Women Against the Cuts

£2,800 A YEAR...
A 'GOLD-PLATED'

PENSION?
This is the average pension

for women who have worked in
local government.

(For men it is £4000 a year.)

Hardly a retirement bonanza but...

RESISTING THE CUTS...

Sign Fawcett's petition:

'Don't turn back time on women's equality'
www.fawcettsociety.org.uk

Sign the Unison petition on index linking pensions & benefits

http://www.unison.org.uk/pensions/popchallenge.asp

Join a local campaign against the cuts:

Brighton & Hove Women Against the Cuts –
bhwac.contact@yahoo.co.uk

Find out about other local campaigning groups at
http://stopthecutscoalition.org/brighton/
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...under the current proposals, most people working in
local government, the NHS, education and the public
services will be expected to:

• pay up to 50% more of their salary towards their pension

• work longer

• receive less when they retire

• accept a lower annual increase which will erode value over time

Whereas... nearly £10 bn a year is handed out in tax relief on pension
contributions for the wealthiest 1% of earners.

Women, who make up around two-thirds of the
workforce in the public sector, will be hit especially
hard by the proposed changes:

• they earn less than men, and are concentrated in lower paid jobs

• they are more likely to have caring responsibilities – either for
children, or disabled or older relatives – responsibilities which are
almost certain to increase as a result of cuts in benefits and services.

• they are therefore much more likely to have problems affording the
contributions, and working the numbers of hours a week, or years of
service, needed to build up a pension.

Women are also bearing the brunt of Council job cuts:
In the South East, the drop in the number of women employed in local
councils since early 2010 accounts for a massive 75.8% of the drop in
council employment – in 19 councils nationally it is 100%.

TURNING BACK TIME ON WOMEN'S EQUALITY?

This, according to gender equality campaigning group
The Fawcett Society, is exactly what the government's
cuts threaten to do. For example:
• the pay gap in the private sector is almost double that in the public
sector – so as public sector jobs are lost, the pay gap is likely to widen –
with the private sector historically being less flexible in allowing for the
care responsibilities mainly undertaken by women

• according to the Institute for Fiscal studies, single women will lose
more from the changes than any other group – in particular single
mothers, who can expect to lose 8.5% of their income by 2015.

• according to an analysis of proposed tax and benefit changes by the
House of Commons library, the coalition's plans are the "worst for
women since the creation of the welfare state": of the nearly £8bn net
revenue to be raised by the financial year 2014-15, nearly £6bn will be
from women and just over £2bn from men.
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